Proof assistants offer tactics to facilitate inductive proofs. However, it still requires human ingenuity to decide what arguments to pass to these tactics. To automate this process, we present smart induct for Isabelle/HOL. Given an inductive problem in any problem domain, smart induct lists promising arguments for the induct tactic without relying on a search. Our evaluation demonstrated smart induct produces valuable recommendations across problem domains. Keywords: proof by induction · Isabelle · logical feature extraction 1 Induction Given the following two simple reverse functions defined in Isabelle/HOL [19], how do you prove their equivalence [18] ? primrec rev::"'a list =>'a list" where "rev [] = []" | "rev (x # xs) = rev xs @ [x]" fun itrev::"'a list =>'a list =>'a list" where "itrev [] ys = ys" | "itrev (x#xs) ys = itrev xs (x#ys)" lemma "itrev xs ys = rev xs @ ys"
prf1 applies structural induction on xs while generalizing ys before applying induction by passing ys to the arbitrary field. On the other hand, prf2 applies functional induction on itrev by passing an auxiliary lemma, itrev.induct, to the rule field.
There are other lesser-known techniques to handle difficult inductive problems using the induct tactic, and sometimes users have to develop useful auxiliary lemmas manually; However, for most cases the problem of how to apply induction boils down to the the following three questions:
-On which terms do we apply induction? -Which variables do we generalize using the arbitrary field? -Which rule do we use for functional induction using the rule field? To answer these questions automatically, we developed a proof strategy language, PSL [16] . Given an inductive problem, PSL produces various combinations of induction arguments for the induct tactic and conducts an extensive proof search based on a given strategy. If PSL completes a proof search, it identifies the appropriate combination of arguments for the problem and presents the combination to the user; However, when the search space becomes enormous, PSL cannot complete a search within a realistic timeout and fails to provide any recommendation, even if PSL produces the right combination of induction arguments. For further automation of proof by induction, we need a tool that satisfies the following two criteria:
-The tool suggests right induction arguments without resorting to a search.
-The tool suggests right induction arguments for any inductive problems. In this paper we present smart induct, a recommendation tool that addresses these criteria. smart induct is available at GitHub [11] together with our running example and the evaluation files discussed in Section 3. The seamless integration of smart induct into Isabelle's ecosystem made smart induct easy to install and easy to use. The implementation of smart induct is specific to Isabelle/HOL; However, the underlying concept is transferable to other tactic based proof assistants including HOL4 [22] , Coq [23] , and Lean [10] .
To the best of our knowledge smart induct is the first recommendation tool that analyzes the syntactic structures of proof goals across problem domains and advise how to apply the induct tactic without resorting to a search. When invoked by a user, the first step produces many variants of the induct tactic with different combinations of arguments. Secondly, the multi-stage screening step filters out less promising combinations induction arguments. Thirdly, the scoring step evaluates each combination to a natural number using logical feature extractors implemented in LiFtEr [13] and reorder the combinations based on their scores. Lastly, the short-listing step takes the best 10 candidates and print them in the Output panel of Isabelle/jEdit. In this section, we explore details of Step 1 to Step 3.
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Step 1: Creation of Many Induction Tactics.
smart induct first inspects the given proof goal and produces a number of combinations of arguments for the induct tactic taking the following procedure: smart induct collects variables and constants appearing in the goal. If a constant has an associated induction rule, smart induct also collects that rule from the underlying proof context, Then, from these variables and induction rules, smart induct produces a power set of combinations of arguments for the induct tactic. In our example, smart induct produces 40 combinations of induction arguments.
If the size of this power set is enormous, we cannot store all the produced induction tactics in our machines. Therefore, smart induct produces this set using a lazy sequence and takes only the first 10000 of them for further processing.
2.2
Step 2: Multi-Stage Screening.
10000 is still a large number, and feature extractors used in Step 3 often often involve nested traversals of nodes in the syntax tree representing a proof goal, leading to high computational costs. Fortunately, the application of the induct tactic itself is not computationally expensive in many cases: We can apply the induct tactic to a proof goal and have intermediate sub-goals at a low cost. Therefore, in Step 2, smart induct applies the induct tactic to the given proof goal using the various combinations of arguments from Step 1 and filter out some of them through the following two stages. Stage 1. In the first stage, smart induct filters out those combinations of induction arguments, with which Isabelle/HOL does not produce an intermediate goal. Since we have no known theoretical upper bound for the computational cost for the induct tactic, we also filter out those combinations of arguments, with which the induct tactic does not return a result within a pre-defined timeout. In our running example, this stage filters out 8 combinations out of 40.
Stage 2. Taking the results from the previous stage, Stage 2 scans both the original goal and the newly introduced intermediate sub-goals at the same time to further filter out less promising combinations. More concretely, this stage filters out all combinations of arguments if they satisfy any of the following conditions:
-Some of newly introduced sub-goals are identical to each other.
-All newly introduced sub-goals contain the original first sub-goal as their sub-term even though there was no locally introduced assumptions. -A newly introduced sub-goal contains a schematic variable even though the original first sub-goal did not contain a schematic variable. In our example, Stage 2 filters out 4 combinations out of 32. Note that these tests on the original goal and resulting sub-goals do not involve nested traversals of nodes in the syntax tree representing goals. For this reason, the computational cost of this stage is often smaller than that of Step 3.
2.3
Step 3: Scoring Induction Arguments using LiFtEr.
Step 3 carefully investigates the remaining candidates using heuristics implemented in LiFtEr [13] . LiFtEr is a domain-specific language to encode induction heuristics in a style independent of problem domains. Given a proof goal and combination of induction arguments, the LiFtEr interpreter mechanically checks if the combination is appropriate for the goal in terms of a heuristic written in LiFtEr. The interpreter returns True if the combination is compatible with the heuristic and False if not. We illustrated the details of LiFtEr in our previous work [13] with many examples. In this paper, we focus on the essence of LiFtEr and show one example heuristic used in smart induct.
LiFtEr supports four types of variables: natural numbers, induction rules, terms, and term occurrences. An induction rule is an auxiliary lemma passed to the rule field of the induct tactic. The domain of terms is the set of all sub-terms appearing in a given goal. The logical connectives (∨, ∧, →, and ¬) correspond to the connectives in the classical logic. LiFtEr offers atomic assertions, such as is rule of, to examine the property of each atomic term. Quantifiers bring the the power of abstraction to LiFtEr, which allows LiFtEr users to encode induction heuristics that can transcend problem domains. Quantification over term can be restricted to the induction terms used in the induct tactic.
We encoded 20 heuristics in LiFtEr for smart induct. Some of them examine a combination of induction arguments in terms of functional induction, whereas others check the combination for structural induction or rule inversion. Program 1, for example, encodes a heuristic for functional induction. In English this heuristic reads as follows:
if there exists a rule, r1, in the rule field of the induct tactic, then there exists a term t1 with an occurrence to1, such that r1 is derived by
Isabelle when defining t1, and for all induction terms t2, there exists an occurrence to2 of t2 such that, there exists a number n, such that to2 is the nth argument of to1 and that t2 is the nth induction terms passed to the induct tactic.
If we apply this heuristic to our running example, prf2, the LiFtEr interpreter returns True: there is an argument, itrev.induct, in the rule field, and the occurrence of its related term, itrev, in the proof goal takes all the induction terms, xs and ys, as its arguments in the same order.
Attentive readers may have noticed that Program 1 is independent of any types or constants specific to prf2. In stead of handling specific constructs explicitly, Program 1 analyzes the structure of the goal with respect to the arguments passed to the induct tactic in an abstract way using quantified variables and logical connectives. This power of abstraction let smart induct evaluate whether a given combination of arguments to the induct tactic is appropriate for a userdefined proof goal consisting of user-defined types and constants, even though such constructs are not available to the smart induct developers. In fact, none of the 20 heuristics relies on constructs specific to any problem domain.
In Step 3, smart induct applies these 20 heuristics to the results from Step 2. For each heuristic, smart induct gives one point to each combination of induct arguments if the LiFtEr interpreter returns True for that combination. Then, smart induct reorder these combinations based on their scores to present the most promising combinations to the user in Step 4.
Evaluation
In general it is not possible to measure if a combination of induction arguments is correct for a goal. Therefore, we evaluated trustworthiness of smart induct's recommendations using coincident rates: We counted how often its recommendation coincides with the choices of Isabelle experts. Table 1 shows the coincidence rates of smart induct for three theory files about different problem domains written by different researchers: DFS is a part of the formalisation of depth-first search [20] , Nearest Neighbors is from the foramlisation of multi-dimensional binary search trees [21] , and RST RBT is from that of priority search tree [6] .
The column named "total" shows the total number of proofs by induction in each file. The four columns titled with "top n" show for how many proofs by induction in each file the proof authors' choice of induction arguments coincides with one of the n most promising recommendations from smart induct. For example, top 3 for DFS indicates if smart induct recommends 3 most promising combinations for each goal, the proof author used one of the three recommended combinations for 90% of proofs by induction in the file. Note that we often have multiple equally valid combinations of induction arguments for a given proof goal: Our running example has two proofs, prf1 and prf2, and both of them are appropriate to prove this equivalence theorem. Therefore, we should regard a coincidence rate as a conservative estimate of true success rate.
A quick glance over Table 1 would give the impression that smart induct's performance depends heavily on problem domains: smart induct demonstrated the perfect result for RST RBT, whereas for Nearest Neighbor the coincidence rate remains at 44% for top 5.
However, a closer investigation of the results reveal that the difference of performance comes from the style of induction rather than domain specific items such as the types or constructs appearing in goals: In RST RBT, all 24 proofs by induction are functional inductions, whereas Nearest Neighbor has only 5 functional inductions out of 16. As Table 5 in Appendix shows if we focus on proofs by functional induction the coincidence rate rises to 60% for "top 1" and 80% for "top 3" for Nearest Neighbor.
Furthermore, Table 5 also suggests that smart induct has relatively low coincidence rates for structural induction because smart induct is not able to predict which variables to generalize using the arbitrary field: Since structural induction tends to involve generalization of variables more often than functional induction does, smart induct struggles to predict the choice of experts for structural induction.
In Table 2 we computed the coincidence rates for Nearest Neighbor again based on a different criterion: This time we ignored the rule and arbitrary fields and took only induction terms into consideration. The large discrepancies between the numbers in Table 1 and those in Table 2 indicate that even for structural inductions smart induct is often able to predict on which variables experts apply induction but fails to predict which variables to generalize. The limited performance in predicting experts' use of the arbitrary field stems from LiFtEr's limited capability to examine semantic information of proof goals. Even though LiFtEr offers quantifiers, logical connectives, and atomic assertions to analyze the syntactic structure of a goal in an abstract way, LiFtEr does not offer enough supports to analyze the semantics of the goal. For more accurate prediction of variable generalization, smart induct needs a language to analyze not only the structure of a goal itself but also the structure of the definitions of types and constants appearing in the goal in an abstract way.
Conclusion
We presented smart induct, a recommendation tool for proof by induction in Isabelle/HOL. Our evaluation showed smart induct's excellent performance in recommending how to apply functional induction and identifying induction terms for structural induction, even though recommendation of variable generalization remains as a challenging task. It is still an open question how far we can improve smart induct by combining it with search based systems [16, 17] and approaches based on evolutionary computation [14] or statistical machine learning [12] .
Related Work. The most well-known approach for inductive problems is called the Boyer-Moore waterfall model [7] . This approach was invented for a firstorder logic on Common Lisp. ACL2 [8] is a commonly used waterfall model based prover. When deciding how to apply induction, ACL2 computes a score, called hitting ratio, to estimate how good each induction scheme is for the term which it accounts for and proceeds with the induction scheme with the highest hitting ratio [2, 9] .
Compared to the hitting ratio used in ACL2, smart induct analyzes the structures of proof goals directly using LiFtEr. While ACL2 produces many induction schemes and computes their hitting ratios, smart induct does not directly produce induction schemes but analyzes the given proof goal, the arguments passed to the induct method, and the emerging sub-goals.
Jiang et al. ran multiple waterfalls [5] in HOL Light [4] . However, when deciding induction variables, they naively picked the first free variable with recursive type and left the selection of appropriate induction variables as future work.
Machine learning applications to tactic-based provers [1, 3, 15] focus on selections of tactics rather than selections of terms as arguments to tactics, even though the choice of induction arguments is essential for inductive problems.
The three tables in this Appendix give the raw information of the evaluation presented in Section 3. The first column "line" is the line number in the respective file. The numbers in the column labelled as "total" represent how many combinations of arguments smart induct produced for each inductive problem. The numbers in the column labelled as "1st" show how many of the created combinations passed the first screening stage explained in Section 2.2. The numbers in the column labelled as "2nd-b" show how many of the created combinations passed the second screening stage explained in Section 2.2. The numbers in the column labelled as "nth" show the ranks smart induct gave to the combination of induction arguments used by the proof author. For example, if the number of "nth" is 2, this means smart induct recommended the combination of induction arguments used by the proof author as the second most promising combination. The numbers in the column labelled as "score" represent the score smart induct gave to the combination of arguments used by the proof author. For example, if the number of "score" is 18, this means smart induct gave 18 points to the combination of argument used by the proof author, indicating that two feature extractors wrongly judged that the combination is not appropriate for the proof goal under consideration, assuming that the human proof author is always right. The values in the column labelled as rule show whether the proof author passed an argument to the rule field. The values in the column labelled as arb show whether the proof author passed an argument to the arbitrary field. 
